
 
February 17, 2018 
Rising CO2 Threatens Lake Food Webs 

Quest Through the Archives: Q 

Directions: After reading the article “Rising CO2 threatens lake food webs,” log in to your Science News in 
High Schools account and use the Search page to answer these questions. Make sure you adjust the filters 
to include articles written before 1999, if the question requires you to do so. 

1. Search for an article about the effects of ocean acidification on fish. Explain some of the 
research and results found by scientists.  

 

 

 

2. How does ocean acidification affect oyster shell formation? Search for an article about the topic, 
and summarize the results. 

 

 

 

3. How does ocean acidification affect phytoplankton? Find an article and summarize it.  

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/rising-co2-lakes-could-keep-water-fleas-raising-their-spiky-defenses
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	CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
	pH = − log[H+], or the negative base-10 logarithm of the concentration of hydrogen ions in moles per liter (molarity of H+). For water at 2  Celsius, [H+]=1.0x10-7 M, so pH=7.0. An acid has more hydrogen ions and a lower pH. A base has fewer hydrogen ...
	CO2 + H2O <—> H2CO3 (carbonic acid)
	H2CO3 (carbonic acid) <—> HCO3- (bicarbonate) + H+ (hydrogen ion)
	The reactions produce a new source of hydrogen ions that add to, and increase, the overall hydrogen ion concentration in water. An increase in hydrogen ion concentration decreases the pH and increases the acidity of water.
	A food web is an interconnected and overlapping diagram of all food chains in a single ecosystem. Within a given ecosystem, every living thing is part of many food chains. A single food chain will indicate “who eats whom.” Microorganisms and plants ar...
	Prey animals are typically sensitive to the presence of their natural predators. Many prey have adapted to sense chemical signals that are naturally given off by their predators or by other threatened individuals. When some prey are attacked, they rel...
	Student answers will vary, but might include fossil fuel hydrocarbons from ground burned with oxygen (a fossil-fuel power station) (  CO2 production into the atmosphere (  increased CO2 concentration in the atmosphere will increase the CO2 concentrati...
	ENGINEERING AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
	3. Design a simple procedure that would demonstrate the reaction of CO2 and water yielding a more acidic solution?
	To prove that hydrogen ions are produced (the acidity of the solution increases) when CO2 reacts with water, add a few drops of universal pH indicator solution to a clear cup of water. Mix it gently and notice the color. Humans can make good CO2 sourc...
	Vinegar is a mild acid. Drop one or two antacid tablets into a clear cup containing a small amount of vinegar. The tablets should start to fizz immediately and should dissolve over the course of several minutes. Use pH strips to measure the pH before ...
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